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Mission Statement
At CBIZ, our first priority is to serve our clients. Our mission is to

help our clients prosper by providing them with a wide array of

high-quality business and individual services. We will consistently

provide superior services and products designed to make our

clients’ business easier and more profitable while building long-

lasting relationships.

Our unwavering commitment to our clients will be equaled by our

commitment to our associates. We will maintain a service

culture that is encouraging and motivating, fosters and rewards

high performance, and creates career opportunities.

Corporate Profile
As a trusted advisor to businesses across America, we are

dedicated to providing our clients with solutions that help them

improve their profitability. From our many service platforms — in

areas ranging from accounting and employee benefits to payroll

and information technology services — we strive to make sure

that customers are receiving the most effective solution available

to them. With approximately 4,900 associates in more than 

140 offices across the country, CBIZ’s base of resources is

uniquely suited to support the growth of our clients.

This annual report to shareholders contains forward-looking statements, which by

their nature involve risks and uncertainties. CBIZ’s Annual Report on Form 10-K,

which is filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, contains a detailed

description of certain factors that may cause actual results to differ from results

contemplated from such statements.
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Financial Highlights

* Same-unit revenues represents revenues from continuing operations from existing business units acquired prior to 2001.
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Letter to Shareholders

DEAR FELLOW SHAREHOLDERS,

2004 was a year in which we continued to build momentum toward improving 

our client service capabilities and achieving significant progress toward

reaching our long-term financial and operational goals. 

The vast majority of our businesses performed above expectations, with

same-unit revenues increasing for the third consecutive year. Our Accounting,

Tax & Advisory, National Practices, and Medical Practice Management groups

in particular performed substantially above the prior year in revenue and

earnings contribution growth.

Our progress in growing revenues from cross-serving was impressive, with a

35% increase over 2003. Our businesses continued to generate significant

cash flow, which enabled us to repurchase 10.4 million shares of our

common stock and acquire four additional highly desirable businesses,

further building out our service capabilities in our current markets. Our

primary focus continues to be growing revenue.

FINANCIAL GOALS 

We reported year-end revenue of $520.1 million, up from $506.8 million in 2003. Same-unit revenue for the

year increased 2.8%, or $14.1 million. Revenue increased by $9.5 million as a result of operations acquired

subsequent to 2003, while operations divested since a year ago resulted in a revenue decline of $10.3 million.

Net income from continuing operations was $16.9 million compared to $16.3 million reported for 2003.

Earnings per diluted share from continuing operations were $0.21 compared with $0.18 per diluted share

reported for 2003. 

CROSS-SERVING 

Outstanding growth in internal business referrals, or cross-serves, further positions CBIZ as our clients’ 

primary source for a full array of high-quality business services. For the second year in a row, we exceeded our 

cross-serving goal, reaching our target of $9 million by November and closing the year with $10.4 million in 

first-year cross-serving revenue. 

Behind this impressive dollar amount is more good news: Not only did the overall number of cross-serves

increase, but the average transaction size was larger and more associates were involved in making referrals. 

We also hit our internal goal of 250 cross-serves to CBIZ Payroll, which remains a key service area since it is

our point of entry with many new clients. 

BUILDING VALUE

CBIZ continues to generate strong cash flow. At present, our first priority for using that cash is acquisitions; the

second priority is reducing the outstanding shares of our common stock. In 2004, through a tender offer and
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open market transactions, we purchased a total of 10.4 million shares of our common stock at a cost of 

$50.4 million. Investing in our own CBIZ stock is an attractive use of capital and an efficient means to provide

liquidity and value to stockholders. Over the past two years we have used our strong cash flow to reduce our

shares outstanding by approximately 16%.

GROWTH THROUGH ACQUISITIONS 

Currently, our acquisition strategy is to expand and enhance our product offerings in

geographic locations where we already have an existing platform in order to deliver even

greater service to our client base.

In 2004, we acquired two benefits consulting firms in Chicago and the Baltimore

area; a provider of accounting services in Denver; and a communications technology

provider in Cleveland. Each of these companies strategically fits the CBIZ model and

serves to bolster our strength in important target markets.

SECURING FINANCIAL FLEXIBILITY

CBIZ entered into a new $100 million credit facility in 2004 (with an option to

increase to $125 million) that provides us with additional operating flexibility to

address our growth opportunities and our capital structure going forward.  

BUILDING A STRONGER CBIZ 

CBIZ associates adopted a new “Service Promise” in 2004 that communicates our company-wide commitment

to superior client service. This Service Promise commits us to providing individual attention to our clients,

responding promptly to their needs, and delivering proactive suggestions and solutions to help them improve and

grow their business.

In 2004, we increased our associate training efforts, rolling out a dramatically expanded leadership training

program for CBIZ’s future leaders. This training, combined with our ongoing investment in both technology and

service education, will greatly enhance the growth of our “One CBIZ” culture.

In closing, I thank you, the CBIZ shareholder, for your continued support and investment in our vision, and I

thank CBIZ associates coast to coast for their dedication to our company. I look forward to working alongside

our talented Board of Directors to build CBIZ into the finest business solutions provider in the country and one

that continues to increase in value for our shareholders.

Sincerely,

Steven L. Gerard
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
March 24, 2005

2001 2002 2003 2004

 94,818 96,992 92,762 

81,447

DILUTED SHARES

OUTSTANDING



Client Trust

BIEDERLACK OF AMERICA

Biederlack of Cumberland, Maryland, is the world’s largest manufacturer of jacquard

woven blankets, throws, pillows, beanbag chairs, and other textile products, and the

largest distributor of sports-licensed blanket/throws and pillows in North America. 

CBIZ provides us with a full array of services, including business insurance

brokerage; pension, profit sharing and 401(k) administration; employee

health insurance brokerage; hourly payroll administration; employee

recruiting; and the Business Health Test for financial forecasting, reporting,

and projections.

The advantages of working with CBIZ are very significant in terms of working

with local professionals who know our history, our industry and its trends,

and what works and what doesn’t. We’ve priced the competition at times

and found no better value than working with the local folks who know us

best. CBIZ managers and staff are all of one mold and provide excellent

service from top to bottom. These folks are not only business associates,

they are friends.

CBIZ has helped us to provide health insurance and 401(k) benefits to our

385 employees. We live and work in an economically depressed region and

the cost of basic health care coverage is astronomical for most residents.

Working at Biederlack of America has provided most employees not only with

a job, but with a career, thanks in large part to the benefits we provide. 

Also, by outsourcing our hourly payroll and the administration of our 401(k) plan to CBIZ, our administrative

employees can focus on such things as internal control, cost analyses, and production reporting. 

When referring colleagues to CBIZ, I tell them, ‘CBIZ will make you and your business better.’  I subscribe to the

old saying that if you surround yourself with people who are stronger than you, you will become stronger yourself.

CBIZ has made Biederlack of America a stronger company.
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“CBIZ has made 

Biederlack of America

a stronger company.”

—David O. DeWitt, Vice President

Finance & Administration

“

”



.

SISTERS OF MERCY HEALTH SYSTEM

St. Louis, Missouri-based Sisters of Mercy Health System (Mercy) operates 19 hospitals in Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, and

Oklahoma and has 26,000 employees. Mercy also operates community outreach ministries in Texas, Mississippi, Louisiana,

and Belize, Central America.

Mercy has utilized CBIZ to perform tax work (both tax return preparation

and tax planning/consulting); asset valuation work and consulting

regarding joint ventures and business acquisitions; employee benefit

planning and audit work; and consultative services regarding federal

government regulations. 

What CBIZ offers, which is important to Mercy, is the ability to

streamline our search for expertise and to have confidence in that

expertise. The fact that I can pick up the phone and call one person

at CBIZ and have the confidence that this individual can find the

talent within the CBIZ organization and bring that talent to Mercy 

is invaluable. 

In one instance, CBIZ assisted us in auditing a provider of an

employee benefit program in which Mercy was self-insured. CBIZ

identified several areas where the provider was not performing at

the level required and assisted that provider in cleaning up the

account. Subsequently, CBIZ assisted Mercy in bidding out this

benefit program, resulting in an improved financial picture and an

improved employee benefit program. 

The personal attention of the top management personnel is critically important and sets CBIZ apart. CBIZ has a

large network of professionals who have the ability to act nimbly and quickly to address Mercy’s needs.

With CBIZ, it’s about partnership. CBIZ does not approach Mercy on a project-by-project basis or as a way to

generate revenue. CBIZ truly wants to be and is a trusted business advisor to Mercy. Many firms tout this focus;

CBIZ lives it.
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“

”

“CBIZ truly wants to be and is

a trusted business advisor to

Mercy. Many firms tout this

focus; CBIZ lives it.”

—James Jaacks, Chief Financial Officer
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Serving Our Clients
Referrals play an important role in every company’s success, but few elevate the business of making referrals to the

status that CBIZ does. At CBIZ, “cross-serving” is essential to the business model not only as a driver of incremental

revenue but as a means of providing exceptional customer service.

DUSTY FARBER, LOS ANGELES, CA

In today’s business arena, clients don’t just need multiple service capabilities

from their trusted advisors, they demand it. The CBIZ focus on cross-serving

deepens our value proposition. Our clients receive an integrated and more

complete problem-solving solution. Integration creates cost savings and

efficiencies they cannot get from any other professional services firm.

We spend a lot of time getting to know our partners — what they do, how they do

it, what their challenges are, and how they make decisions. We earn our clients’

trust, allowing us to quickly get to the heart of a client need or concern. When we

identify a problem and offer a solution, our client already knows we have their

best interests at heart. Relationships drive opportunities.

As CBIZ continues to encourage and reward cross-serving, the company as a

whole continues to benefit. Client relationships are strengthened. Revenues that 

once went elsewhere now stay within CBIZ.

KEVIN NUSSBAUM, ST. LOUIS, MO

There’s a reason we call it cross-serving and not cross-selling at CBIZ. Our

mindset is that the more services we perform for the client, the better we’re

serving the client. We look for opportunities to increase and strengthen the

client relationship. We act as a true partner to our client — instead of trying to

sell them something, we’re listening to their issues and solving their problems.

Cross-serving is not about selling but about serving your client. 

Knowledge of all products and services offered by CBIZ is crucial to successful

cross-serving. So is listening. I continuously ask my clients what issues they

have or what obstacles they are facing — what’s keeping them awake at night.

Clients will tell you what they need if the client relationship is strong. And the

beauty of CBIZ is that we have the breadth of services to meet those needs.
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2004 Achievements

STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS

In keeping with our strategy of building out CBIZ service capabilities within existing markets, CBIZ acquired 

four new firms in 2004:

HDR Benefit Advisors of Owings Mills, Maryland is a benefits brokerage and consulting firm specializing in

health and welfare services and retirement and financial planning. Now part of CBIZ Benefits & Insurance

Services of Maryland, this energetic and well-respected new team further expands CBIZ’s presence in the

Baltimore area. 

Cleveland Solutions Group of Cleveland, Ohio is a leading implementer of voice-over-IP solutions and provides

system strategies, enterprise-wide network solutions, and full systems deployment and integration. This cutting-

edge firm has been merged into CBIZ Network Solutions. In joining CBIZ, the firm strengthens our current service

offerings in Northeast Ohio and offers our clients additional IT solutions.

Brockmann, Armour & Co. of Denver, Colorado brings 45 years of accounting services excellence to CBIZ, with

particular expertise in commercial construction, homebuilding, and manufacturing. Now part of CBIZ Accounting,

Tax & Advisory Services of Colorado, this acquisition bolsters our already strong accounting practice in Denver. 

Corporate Benefits Solutions of Chicago, Illinois excels in group health benefits consultation and

implementation. The company now operates as part of CBIZ Benefits & Insurance Services of Chicago. 

EMPLOYEE ENRICHMENT

In support of CBIZ’s commitment to our greatest asset — our employees — we introduced a series of 

online courses intended to enhance all associates’ understanding of CBIZ individual core service offerings 

so that we may more successfully cross serve. In

addition, many senior executives and management

attended CBIZ Foundation of Leadership programs

throughout the year. 
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Service Promise

DURING 2004, CBIZ LAUNCHED A SERVICE PROMISE TO OUR CLIENTS.

We pledge to provide an exceptional service experience to every CBIZ client

• Individual Attention: We will treat each client with the utmost care; we will develop and maintain a strong

personal relationship; we will provide service with a commitment to professionalism, trust, and the highest

level of personal and professional integrity.

• Responsive: We will respond to a client’s urgent need immediately; we will return all voicemail and 

e-mail communications within 24 hours; we will deliver and review all work product on a timely and as agreed

basis.

• Proactive: We are committed to understanding the goals and needs of our clients, responding to such needs

with our best service, advice, and products. We will strive to provide our clients with innovative solutions and

opportunities to improve and grow their business.

Locations

WITH MORE THAN 140 COMPANY OFFICES IN 34 STATES NATIONWIDE, CBIZ HAS

MULTI -SERVICE CAPABILITIES IN THE FOLLOWING MAJOR METROPOLITAN MARKETS:
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Atlanta

Denver
Salt Lake City

Phoenix/
Tucson

Kansas City

Minneapolis

St. Louis

Chicago Cleveland

Baltimore/DC

Philadelphia

New York

Miami/Boca

Los Angeles

San Jose/Bay Area

San Diego
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Shareholder Information

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Steven L. Gerard | Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Century Business Services, Inc

Rick L. Burdick | Senior Partner, Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld, LLP

Gary W. DeGroote | President, GWD Management, Inc

Joseph S. DiMartino | Chairman, The Dreyfus Family of Funds

Harve A. Ferrill | Retired Chief Executive Officer, Advance Ross Corporation

Richard C. Rochon | Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Royal Palm Capital Partners

Todd Slotkin | Executive Vice President and CFO, MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings

Donald V. Weir | Financial Advisor, Sanders Morris Harris

KEY PERSONNEL

Steven L. Gerard, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

Jerome P. Grisko, Jr., President and
Chief Operating Officer

Ware H. Grove, Senior Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer

George A. Dufour, Chief Technology
Officer

Michael W. Gleespen, Corporate
Secretary and General Counsel

Robert A. O’Byrne, Senior Vice
President, Benefits Administration
and Insurance Services

Len Miller, Senior Vice President,
Accounting, Tax & Advisory Services

Mark M. Waxman, Senior Vice
President, National Marketing

Teresa E. Bruce, Vice President
Human Resources

Michael Kouzelos, Vice President
Strategic Initiatives

Chris Spurio, Vice President
Finance

David S. Azzolina, Treasurer

Kelly J. Kuna, Controller

CORPORATE OFFICES

6050 Oak Tree Boulevard, South
Suite 500
Cleveland, Ohio 44131
(216) 447-9000
www.cbiz.com

LEGAL COUNSEL

Akin, Gump, Strauss, 
Hauer & Feld, LLP
Robert S. Strauss Building
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

STOCK TRANSFER AGENT 
AND REGISTRAR

Shareholders requiring a change of
name, address or ownership of
stock, as well as information about
shareholder records, lost or stolen
certificates should contact:

Computershare Investor 
Services, LLC
2 North LaSalle Street
Chicago IL 60602
(888) 726-8085

ANNUAL MEETING

The annual Meeting of Shareholders
will be held on Thursday, May 12,
2005 at 11:00 a.m. at 6150 Oak
Tree Boulevard, South, Park Center
Plaza II, lower level meeting room,
Cleveland, Ohio 44131

INDEPENDENT PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

KPMG LLP
One Cleveland Center
1375 East Ninth Street
Suite 2600
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

SECURITY MARKETS

Shares of Century Business
Services are listed on the NASDAQ
stock market under the ticker
symbol “CBIZ”. The listing found in
most newspapers is CentBusSvc.

SHAREHOLDERS’ INFORMATION

Copies of the Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2004 as filed with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission are available without
charge to stockholders upon
request to:

Investor Relations
Century Business Services, Inc.
6050 Oak Tree Boulevard, South
Suite 500
Cleveland, Ohio 44131
(216) 447-9000

ELECTRONIC VERSION 
AVAILABLE AT :

www.cbiz.com



Your Business Just Got Easier.
www.cbiz.com
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